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FADE IN

EXT. CENTRAL PARK - MORNING

People are in the park playing chess, some running, some dogs 
are walking; all in all it is a peaceful day. One dark car 
and one white long car pull up to the curb. A man gets out of 
the front passenger side of both cars. Both men, each heavily 
muscled and dressed in the color of the car, open the back 
seat door.

An older man, RODERICK, mid 50s and dressed impeccably in a 
black suit, gets out of the black car. A young man, LEON, mid 
20’s and dressed in a white suit and red tie, gets out of the 
white car.

Leon gestures to one of the 

CHESS SETS and both men sit down, Roderick playing black and 
Leon playing white. The bodyguards move to stand behind their 
respective bosses. Leon smiles and moves a pawn forward.

CUT TO:

EXT. MANSION - MORNING

Men with red somewhere on their uniforms storm the mansion, 
carefully taking out men. The men in the house seem 
relatively unprepared. 

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. CENTRAL PARK - MORNING

Leon has taken the upper hand in the match to start off, 
quickly assaulting Roderick’s front pieces. However, the 
attack put him in perfect position for a counter attack and 
Roderick’s bishops take out both of Leon’s horses in two 
successive turns.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. MANSION - MORNING

Snipers appear in the upper windows of the mansion. Looking 
through their scopes, they both focus on men waiting on the 
outside of the fence. Gunshots go off and both men fall to 
the ground almost simultaneously. 

DISSOLVE TO:



EXT. CENTRAL PARK - MORNING

Leon looks shocked at the loss of his knights, and takes a 
moment to ponder his next move. He decides to fight with his 
pawns for a while, and leave his bigger pieces behind.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. MANSION - MORNING

The men in red standing next to those taken out by the 
snipers duck back behind cover as the front squad moves 
ahead. Fighting inside intensifies and neither side is 
clearly winning.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. CENTRAL PARK - MORNING

The board is starting to empty as both sides lose many of 
their pawn. Roderick is unable to contain his glee and moves 
his bishops in to attempt to take out the remaining pawns.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. MANSION - MORNING

The snipers leave their post to run to the top of the stairs. 
The few men still fighting are taken by surprise and one is 
shot right away. The men in hiding outside rush out from 
cover.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. CENTRAL PARK - MORNING

One bishop moves into place to take out a pawn, and is 
immediately taken by Leon’s bishop. He makes an explosion 
noise.

DISSOLVE TO:
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EXT. MANSION - MORNING

The stairs are now blown in, and fire is everywhere. The man 
from outside tosses away his rocket launcher and begins to 
help the men on the stairs. They rush to the top of the house 
and into the bedroom to find a very attractive woman.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. CENTRAL PARK - MORNING

The board is now devoid of black pieces except for the king 
and the queen, and on his turn, Leon takes the queen. 
Roderick is sweating heavily now, as Leon still possesses 
multiple pieces, and he moves his king away from them.

A phone starts ringing close to the game. Leon takes no 
notice but Roderick looks up nervously. The bodyguard closes 
the phone without a word and taps Leon on the shoulder. He 
looks up, nods wearily, and puts Roderick in checkmate. 

Roderick moves to tap his king over, and as he does, a 
gunshot is heard. Roderick is hit and both the black king and 
Roderick hit their respective grounds at the same time. 
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